related musical compositions, understood that in his “silent piece,” Cage
was using the frame to make his audience aware of the natural sounds in
their environment and was forcing people to reconsider the whole nature
of a concert piece, a performance, a structure, and so on.
´˝ has since become a modern classic; it has been widely written
about and continues to be “performed” long after Cage’s death. Not everyone, of course, will develop a taste for it—many so-called sophisticated
concert audiences continue to make fun of it—and it is hard to take the
piece as a class marker or indeed a work of art that obeys Kant’s injunctions
regarding the relationship of the one to the many. Yet the taste for Cage’s
conceptual music and writing continues to grow; and it continues to be
subject to explanation and education. Taste, in any case remains central to
discussions of the aesthetic, provided we recognize that its nature is not
amenable to proof, quantification, or theoretical formulation.
Marjorie Perloff
Stanford University

Violence
Raymond Williams reminds us that violence has both a straightforward
meaning and a latent complexity. e former is associated with the use of
open and direct physical force, as in the phrase “robbery with violence.”
e latter involves a political inflection and distinction such that violence
is associated only with the illegitimate use of force. When it is carried out
legitimately, other terms are deployed to describe what would otherwise
be seen as the same kind activity. Whereas criminals or “men of violence”
use violence, the police or the “security forces” restore law and order. e
underlying structure of thought on which this conceptually loose but significant distinction is made is the subject of this comment.
It is useful to begin with the historical context identified by Williams
in his original comment. Violence is associated at the individual level with
“force,” “vehemence,” “impetuosity,” and through “violation,” with ideas of
morally wrong breach of a custom or interference with a sense of dignity.
It is also used at a wider level as part of a general description of a state into
which a society might fall: one “Of filthe and of corrupcion / Of violence
and oppression” (quote from Williams ). It is in relation to this last usage
that modernity introduces the latent complexity mentioned above, for it
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declares that modern society is defined against and founded in response
to such a state of ill-being. e transition from the state of nature to the
civil state is a move from a “state of violence” to a state of peace, order and
security. From that moment, the opposition state of violence/state of society places a distance between how things were and how they are such that
even recognizably violent acts in the civil state may carry the qualification
that they are not “really” violent in an original sense. Violence deployed to
avoid violence is no longer unqualifiedly violent.
is way of thinking is carried forward in Enlightenment philosophy
and into practice via law. For Kant, even the use of wrongful violence
is abstracted from its intrinsic qualities in the civil state. It becomes a
generic “hindrance of freedom” while the violence of the state against it is
the “hindrance of a hindrance of freedom” that is compatible with reason
(Kant, : –). Hegel only developed this philosophical extrapolation of violence the more when he described punishment as “the negation
of the negation” (Hegel, : ). In law, categories of violence are also
drained of their moral substance in favour of more “technical” or “formal”
concepts. In English law, for example, the nineteenth-century category of
“grievous bodily harm” is interpreted today to mean no more than “serious
harm.” Similarly, the “guilty mind” required for the crime of murder is still
expressed in the archaic, morally thick, form “malice aforethought,” but this
only means an intention to kill or cause serious harm.
ese abstracted terms are sometimes criticized for their failure to
reflect what is morally at stake within the law, though others would say
that this is no bad thing. It has also been suggested that the neutralization of terms is ultimately impossible, and that “moral substance will
out” either through the use of supplementary concepts or administrative
practices (Norrie, : ). On a different tack, it has been argued that
the philosophical and legal alignment of violence with individual agency
decontextualises it leading to a false separation of individual and social, or
structural, violence. is leads to a failure to connect our ideas of individual
and social responsibility and justice (Norrie, ). e starting point for all
these discussions, however, is that modern society is constituted as a place
of peace and freedom, and this conditions our understanding of when, why
and how violence occurs.
Despite these criticisms of the Kantian-juridical approaches, there is
something important in the space they fashion between acts of violence and
their abstract expression. e criminal who “hinders freedom” or is responsible in law is permitted a distance from what s/he has done, understood
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in intrinsic moral terms, by the formal language in which s/he is judged.
e space may be a difficult one, and it may be contracted or expanded
depending upon how liberal a liberal regime actually is, but the separation
of formal actor from concrete act permits a limited sense of the human
being beyond the deed. e point is seen when a more rhetorical, morally
thick, conception of violence is given greater political currency. Ideas of
“men of violence” or of “terrorism” are of dubious value given that today’s
“terrorist” may be yesterday’s “freedom fighter” or tomorrow’s “father of the
nation.” Yet, when law incorporates a concept such as that of “the terrorist,”
it reduces the philosophico-juridical gap between actor and act. Fusing the
person with the crime, it essentializes and dehumanizes the former.
While the responsible legal subject may be guilty of terrible crimes,
s/he retains the form of subjectivity s/he brought into the social contract.
e same person represented as a terrorist already stands outside it. e
invidious choice between a forced abstraction of humanity, which holds
violence at a distance, and an equally forced concretization, which identifies some humans as essentially violent, appears increasingly to be placed
before those living in western societies.
Alan Norrie
King’s College London

Work
Definitions of “work” take up a number of pages even in the , reflecting
the multiple and complicated networks in which some version or another
of its meanings has a role. But for literary studies in the university the central meaning would seem to be simply a literary composition (often plural,
the  notes) viewed in relation to its author (e.g., the works of Virginia
Woolf ). e  follows with its usual samples of usage, in this case dating back into the th century. ings are rarely that simple, however, and
certainly not the world of work(s) in literary studies. Early th-century
modernism emerges as more complicated as more studies proliferate, and
within that complexity one strand in particular had a great deal to do with
overloading the usages of work as a name for literary compositions. Largely
in reaction against industrialization and the “industrialized” imagination of
a rapidly growing “mass culture,” the connection between literary composition and work reacquired a whole range of meanings involving labour. More
specifically, the range pointed toward a kind of handcrafted artisan labour
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